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Another Edition of JBM's News and Updates

Welcome to the next installment of Jolene's Books and More Newsletter. This edition

contains updates and information on her writing, the books she has published, the

writing services she offers, as well as all the great books and merchandise she has

available for sale on her online bookstore...

Need Writers

Services

Check out some of the

quick and easy services I

provide for new and

established writers on

my Upwork Catalog!

Brand New

Patreon Page

Yes, I have created a

Patreon Account to give

great information through

posts, videos and

downloadable ebooks for

those who would like to

start a writing business

while RVing.

New Books and

Merchandise on

the Online Store

Jolene has been working

hard creating new POD

merchandise and

uploading more books

for sale on her bookstore

site.

Magic Formulas Do Not Exist
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Magic formulas for marketing your books

really do not exist. There are some steps

that all writers must take just be

considered a professional in the

business but there is truly no real magic

1-2-3 things you can do to get your

books notices and read by thousands of

rabid fans. It is as much luck, timing, and

good fortune as it is a tried and true

recipe to get your books read and

appreciated. That being said, it doesn't

mean you cannot come up with a series

of steps that work for you and your

stories.

Read more

What would you like to see in the online merchandise? Is there a specific saying you

would like to have available on a mug or T-Shirt? Any particular design you would like

to have added? Let us know on the bookstore contact page.
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You can even request a quote for services from my Reedsy Profile. I am Verified!
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